
February 18, 2001
Thus it began, the first newsletter

It is the middle of Sunday afternoon. There is nothing on the tube.  
I have no shopping to do. It is too cold to go out, anyway. We are 
planning just a pick-up supper, so there is not much to do for that.  
In short, I am at loose ends. So I have decided to pass on what little  
is new in our lives.

June 17, 2001
Three months before 9/11

Our President says we are out of the Koyoto treaty because the 
science is not clear yet on global warming. We will, however, proceed 
with our missle defense system. Is the science any clearer on whether 
that will work? Will we end up with the illusion that we are safe from 
terrorist missle attacks while the climate goes crazy?

July 8, 2001
Pinochle and Bush

It looked like I was going to coast out. Beverly had only 107. But she 
got a hand with aces and a run, made 45 points, and ended up the 
winner with 152. I did coast out with 153, but she had the bid. I was 
happy for her. She won sort of like George Bush won the presidency. 
He, too, did not have the high score.

September 29, 2002
The futility of apples

I harvested my entire apple crop on Thursday. I ate it on the spot. 
There were no bad spots on it and no worms. As apples go it was 
small but tasty.



November 15, 2003
About big medicine

My doctor had scheduled me to take a stress test Tuesday morning. 
The technician was checking me in, inquiring about my heart condition 
and history, and finally asked what was the reason for scheduling  
the test. I answered, “The Doctor needs the money.” I believe it is 
partly true.

February 14, 2004
It’s been three years

This letter is the last one you are going to get. I’m talking here  
about the triennial that started February 18, 2001 with the first of  
these letters. You see, there are no more Saturdays left in the triennial 
after this one. But be of good cheer! We can arbitrarily say that 
February 21 is the start of another triennial, with enough Saturdays to 
accommodate 156 (plus or minus a few) opportunities to encapsulate 
a week’s worth of micro-history, and expose bigotry and prejudice on 
one side with a little bigotry and prejudice on the other side. So next 
week we start a new keep-the-thing-going-initiative (as it would be 
named if Bush were naming it). In line with current policy it will surely 
be underfunded.

August 28, 2004
Retirement

Being self-employed, I can probably fail to get all the jobs done on 
schedule without getting fired.



October 9, 2004
Making relish

After getting my letter off last Saturday, I turned my attention to my 
last canning project for the season – pepper/mustard relish. I will 
spare you the details of this misadventure, except to say that it went 
on until 11:00pm, and required more than an hour of corrective action 
on Sunday.

November 27, 2004
He speaks too soon. (George was very proud of his longevity. We 
measured how long he would have to live to beat Aunt Nellie’s record 
and then acknowledged the day he reached his goal.)

Later today I will call Jane Adams to wish her a happy birthday – her 
86th. She now has exceeded in longevity her father. Dad died six 
months short of his 86th. Uncle Dale and Aunt Grace also died just 
shy of 86; Aunt Ruth survived to 41 and Uncle Forrest to 74. So Jane 
is setting the pace for this generation to best the previous one on the 
Musselman side. She still has challenges! Our Great Grandfather (born 
201 years ago) lived to 89, as did Aunt Jane Green. Aunt Nell stands 
as the ultimate challenge (96). For myself, I think I would just as soon 
drop out of the race.

August 20, 2005
Predicting longevity

I had my last routine appointment with my doctor in the afternoon.  
I admitted to him that our move would require me to get a new doctor. 
“But then,” I told him, “You will be retiring in 10 to 15 years and  
I would have to get a new doctor anyway.”



August 27, 2005
Garage sale

When we cleared out the linen closet, there at the back was an old 
friend, Mary’s plaster of paris dog. Beverly called Mary and asked 
what to do with it. Mary said, “Bust it up and dispose of it.” “Why?” 
thought I. I put it on a table in the garage with a note, “Take me! If I 
don’t find a new home I will be abandoned.” The second customers,  
a couple of women, picked an assortment of little things, paid for 
them, and took the dog. All heart, those women!

February 4, 2006
His mistress

The hospital sent me home from my pre-admittance session with two 
foil packages, each containing a small sponge/scrubber saturated 
with antibacterial soap. I was instructed to use one for showering the 
night before surgery, and the other for showering the morning of 
surgery. In prepping me for surgery, they went over every bit of me 
everywhere near the site of the incision with a sterilizing scrub. Isn’t 
there a bit of overkill there? Supposing I had chosen to visit my slutty 
mistress on the way to the hospital. (They didn’t tell me not to.) Could 
that not have undone all the good of the showering?

February 25, 2006
The state of the world

There is so much going on in the world that distresses me I am 
somewhat overwhelmed. I have come to feel a sense of futility. What 
can a person really do with so much ignorance, complacency, denial 
and stupidity abroad in this troubled world? That is a rhetorical 
question! I can’t answer it. Why should I expect you to? Forget I asked 
it. Go ahead and enjoy whatever good comes your way, like the mild 
winter we are having.



September 30, 2006
On priorities

The Larsons invited us over to share her last-of-the-season blueberry 
and peach cobbler dessert. We accepted, forgetting that it was our 
“American Theocracy” study group night. We missed the meeting. The 
meeting was just going to be words, albeit perhaps a few of wisdom. 
The cobbler, on the other hand, could be eaten.

October 28, 2006
Fantasies

Our Aunts did another thing to make sure our household had a  
broad outlook on the world. About 1932 they gave my parents a year 
subscription to the Sunday New York Times, and renewed it every 
year. It always came in the mail on Tuesday. I rarely paid attention to  
it. Then one day when I was no more than 13, an article on the front 
page interested me. It was continued on an inside page. On that page 
I discovered that all the ship arrivals and departures to and from the 
port of New York were listed. That was of much more interest to me.  
I could almost daydream myself onto those ships. Every week 
thereafter for a long time I would turn to the ship listings to feed my 
fantasies.

November 4, 2006
Apology

I will leave this earth profoundly sorry for my part in exploiting  
and despoiling it and admitting my life on it was an undeservedly 
bountiful one.



April 14, 2007
Witticism

I was reaching for an item on the upper shelf of the kitchen cupboard 
and thinking how I miss those three or four inches of height I have lost 
in the last decade or two. In that moment of introspection a variation 
on an old joke occured to me. “They used to call me Crisco because  
I was fat in the can.” Update: “Now they call me Crisco because I am 
shortening.”

March 8, 2008
Suffering from a cold

Thursday was a another bright day, and me with a sore throat and 
congestion in my chest. (Ah! a new word - conchestion.) And I didn’t 
feel so good either. My project for the day - survive!

May 17, 2008
Computer again

I headed to Spring Lake with my computer. Michael put it on line, did 
a lot of clicking on a lot of things, and in about 20 minutes solved the 
problem and made me whole again. I muttered, “Thank god!” He said, 
“No, thank Michael.” I said, “In my computer world, Michael is god.”

May 31, 2008
In praise of Beverly

I had to open a new bottle of vinegar. It was too tall for the shelf.  
I poured it into a plastic container that would fit. The container leaked. 
We closed out the evening cleaning up the pint of vinegar that had 
saturated everything on two shelves, and run down onto the counter 
and floor. Beverly is especially good in handling such a crises. Living 
with me she gets lots of practice.



September 6, 2008
Not exercising

I pulled the petals from an imaginary daisy to determine yes or no.  
The last petal was a no so I did not go to the gym.

March 7, 2009
Mary and Ed Fischer were visiting:

Jean and Mary came with cookies for dessert…Ed poured the wine…
Anne Santa Maria arrived…John came about the time we were ready 
for dessert…Beverly did the third dishwasher load of the day. “Another 
Memorable Meal” was a song in the Broadway musial “Doonsbury.” 
The same could be said about this occasion; not because of what we 
had to eat, but the unlikely gathering around the table to eat it. It was 
a joyful time.

April 25, 2009
Ways to die

The dental assistant assumes I don’t want to die of gum disease.  
“You wouldn’t want that, would you?” How would I know? I’ve no 
experience dying of gum disease.

June 20, 2009
A gathering of family

We had no dinner plans, so we got carry out. It was tight, but we sat 
the eleven of us (four Phelps, two Fischers, Ruth Alexander, Jean and 
Anne S.M., and us) down at the extended dining room table and ate 
Chinese. It was a jolly group, especially when Ruth took her hair off 
and showed everyone how much a bald head made her look like me. 
Amazing! We chatted away the evening with lots of reminiscing.



July 18, 2009
About the backyard

Gold finches are back visiting our ‘meadow’ this week. Black eyed 
susans, now in full bloom, have spread back to the hedge and over 
into Barbara’s yard. The butterfly weed provides many spots of orange 
in the sweep of yellow. The hyssops are just starting to bloom. Far in 
the back about straight out from the back door a single lonely pruple 
cone flower bloom stands out.

August 22, 2009
Sleeplessness

Propaganda. The word so occupied my mind in the wee hours of last 
Friday night it was keeping me awake.

November 28, 2009
Sorting

Mary Fischer has been the custodian of the family archives. She 
brought a big box. We went through a bunch of faded photos dating 
from the late 19th and early 20th centuries. We tossed out a lot of 
unidentified old men with beards and women with long dresses and 
hair done up in buns.

November 28, 2009
The American legal system

After 40 months of incarceration Birkenfeld could exit prison a wealthy 
man. His lawyers won’t do too badly either. If you are going to sin, sin 
with style. And have your lawyers standing by.



February 13, 2010
Returning from Ruth’s funeral

The train got stalled in LaCrosse for a medical emergency. An 
ambulence came, but left after a while. Another wait and a man in a 
uniform pulled a collapsable gurney from a red utility vehicle. They 
couldn’t wheel it through the snow to the side of our car. Another wait 
and four men exited the car below our window carrying a body bag, 
put it on the gurney, put the gurney in the red vehicle and departed.*

*Jean texted Pete to let him know they might miss their connection in 
Chicago because the authorities had to take a dead body off the train. 
Pete replied “Not our father, I presume.”

April 17, 2010
Musings 

My anxiety about getting the lawn mowed subsided when I looked at 
it again. The cold spell seems to have slowed the growth. And, like 
some other things in life, getting caught up is not always proportional 
to how far behind you are.

January 22, 2011
On the expanding universe and the repulsive gravity produced by a 
cosmological constant (dark energy).

Perhaps most perplexing of all is a question of quantitative detail.  
The most refined attempts to calculate the amount of dark energy 
suffusing space miss the measured value by a factor of 10 to the  
123 power (that is, a 1 followed by 123 zeroes). Maybe they copied 
the problem wrong off the blackboard!



February 19, 2011
It doesn’t take much

As the sun’s orbit rises with the approach of spring, so do my spirits. 
So much to look forward to! Corned beef will be going on sale soon in 
anticipation of St. Patrick’s Day. I can hardly wait!

April 2, 2011
An attachment problem with “The Week”

It does not really help that one can learn from his/her mistakes. The 
universe of actions that can be mistakes is infinite. “I’ll not make that 
mistake again!” you say. For every one you say that about dozens of 
opportunities for different mistakes will present themselves.

June 4, 2011
The truth

A little time with Mary in the garden is both productive and edifying.

June 25, 2011
About the movie “Picture Perfect” with Jennifer Anniston

One observation. The costume designer for the film seemed insistent 
on tempting fate. The possibility that one or both of Anniston’s boobs 
would bounce out of the succession of very low cut gowns she wore 
kept me on the edge of my seat. (I just didn’t want to be embarrassed 
for her!)

July 16, 2011
After the reunion

July is half gone at noon today. How can that be? Well, they say time 
flies when you’re having fun. I, for one, have been having a lot of fun -  
thanks to all the great people in my life!



October 15, 2011
Some things never change

I received another shipment of bulbs this week. Why did I order so 
may daffodils - a collection of doubles, a collection of pinks, and a 
collection that provides an extended season of bloom? One’s spirits 
are much too high in the spring when the catalogs come!

November 19, 2011
The computer breaks, the computer gets fixed, the fix doesn’t work,  
a new computer is purchased

This was for me an eventful week, from despair to action to trauma to 
relief to exhilaration to business as usual. Damn! I had planned to get 
a haircut - you know, to look my best on Thanksgiving.

March 10, 2012
How to get the chores done (textbook George)

The kitchen and dining room floors had been accumulating a few 
crumbs. I said, “Oh shucks. Then I’ll have to sweep.” Jean grabbed 
the broom, and in two or three minutes had done a thorough job.  
I held the dust pan.

May 12, 2012
About dinosaurs

I thought NPR’s segment on the flatulence of Dinosaurs to be more 
interesting. Could they have generated enough methane to have 
caused global warming. “Yes,” say some scientists. Methane has  
25 times the heat trapping effect of CO2. The huge beasts must  
have ingested tons of vegetable matter daily. The digestive process 
must have been similar to that of modern cows. So, did they a) fart 
themselves into b) extinction? Scientists are quite sure of both 
occurances, but prooving b) resulted from a) is beyond them at this 
point. We’ll have to get used to not knowing.



July 7, 2012
A trip to the dealership

Preferred Ford’s promotion “We need used cars! Bring your car in for 
an appraisal and we will pay you $10.00.” is what started me on the 
short road to a new car when I was in my driver’s-license-renewal 
euphoric state. They are running the promotion again. I got notice of it 
in Tuesday’s mail. Thursday morning I went there in my car with 517 
miles on the odometer. They skipped the appraisal part and just gave 
me the $10.00.

August 18, 2012
Another trip to the dealership

I had received another promotional notice in the mail from Preferred 
Ford: “We want to buy your car. Bring it in with this notice for an 
appraisal and we will give you $20.00.” Wow! Last time it was only 
$10.00. Again they forked over the money without even looking at  
the car.

September 15, 2012
The Romney/Ryan team (Who knew Trump was coming in 2016?)

If the untruth is spoken often enough and loudly enough, will it 
ultimately morph into conventional wisdom and forever after pass as 
the truth. I worry ! ! !

September 29, 2012
The days pass

Last Saturday could have been jettisoned except that it was needed  
to keep Friday from bumping into Sunday.



December 1, 2012
TV technology

The components were playing through the Bose! The system is as 
envisioned! The tangles of cables are fairly well hidden. It only takes 
five remotes (including the one with the 59 buttons) to make it all work!

July 13, 2013
Hmm…really?

Today is Beverly’s 90th birthday. Beverly is not, as I am not, in favor  
of prolonged life just to create a more impressive statistic.

August 10, 2013
The Musselmans of Sunset Lane 
(Once George was in assisted living, he reread each chapter several 
times. It was one of the few things that kept him occupied.)

Tuesday morning I sort of half heartedly picked it up. It came open  
at Chapter Two, “Anne and Hap 1900 - 1920.” I started reading.  
As familiar as I was with it, I got caught up in it! I spent most of the 
day rereading various parts. “Gee,” I thought. “This is a good book!”  
I especially again enjoyed Hope’s story. His background was truly 
unique among the Musselman siblings and their spouses. The ghost 
of Hope is there in every word of his story.

August 31, 2013
“What would life be without home grown tomatoes?” –Guy Clark

An accumulation of tomatoes that were ripening in the kitchen  
towel drawer had reached perfection. It was to be tomato and bacon 
sandwiches for supper. We did not stint on either bacon or tomatoes. 
Delicious! Sublime! Heavenly! The Gods smugly revel in their nectar 
and ambrosia. Don’t disillusion them! Just enjoy what they are 
missing.



September 21, 2013
Getting the big hand

In our ‘every night before going to bed’ cribbage game Beverly dealt 
me the usual six cards - including three fives and a jack! I threw the 
other two in the crib and cut. The other five was turned up! It is the 
first time I’d ever seen a 28 point hand in play, much less held one.

October 12, 2013
On aging

I got to my appointment right on time. I wished I had checked the day 
as well as the time. I was a day early. If you find, as I consistently did, 
that it is not easy going through life being a person, think about being 
a person at age 92.

October 26, 2013
Jean comes to visit (for the umpteenth time)

Jean paid us a visit. Her Monday visit had been all work. Tuesday’s 
was to be all play. She won the game of pinochle. The prize was a jar 
of pepper relish.

November 9, 2013
An average kind of day

The day will not be remembered - not as a day of accomplishment; 
not as a day of decision; not as the day I cut the mold from a couple 
of small blocks of cheese from the back of the refrigerator, added 
some newly purchased cheddar and made welsh rabbit for dinner.

November 30, 2013
Life’s pleasures

Beyond family there is nothing in my life that has given me more 
pleasure (and is still giving) than the works of Cole Porter.



March 22, 2014
After the pacemaker ordeal

I also recognize and am thankful for my primary physician’s 
assessment that I have enough vitality to justify the expenditure of 
significant medical resources to keep my body and mind intact. I had 
written for the cardiologist a diary of my 48 hours wearing the heart 
monitor. In the only meeting with him prior to the surgery, cardiologist 
Dr. Meengs mentioned it. “You are very articulate.” he told me.  
He stated that he had had doubts about the wisdom of investing  
so much in a 93 year old.

June 28, 2014
Right before hospice

I feel my fire flickering lower! When it finally goes out, computer 
glitches will stay behind in the world of the living. If they do follow me 
into the grave, that will prove there really is a ‘hell’.

July 5, 2014
During hospice

Once again seven of us squeezed around our adequate-for-five 
kitchen table and enjoyed! The dinner table! More important, I think, 
than the marriage bed in insuring the health of the Musselman clan! 
What a great family to be a part of!

July 12, 2014
Another use for diapers

Just before she left Saturday morning Sally made a suggestion: Wrap 
the leg leak that has been such a nuisance in a modern prefab diaper. 
Close the lower end and let the diaper absorb the leakage. It worked. 
For the first time in a week I got through the night with dry feet.



December 27, 2014
Christmas time at Robbinswood with old people

I stood up, asked for the floor, and told the story about when we were 
reading “A visit from St. Nicholas” to Jean at the age of about 6. When 
we came to the lines “Went straight to the window and threw up the 
sash” Jean asked, “Why did he eat it?” It got a murmur of laughter.

January 3, 2015
Insert any grandchild’s name here

Ellen said she would be back for a visit in the spring. That makes me 
want to live until spring.

May 23, 2015
Beverly

Beverly is self aware, she is unhappy. She doesn’t mind saying so.  
Is she astute enough to know she is putting a load of guilt on us?  
She was never the least bit vindictive in her rational days. For our 
peace of mind we assume she still is not. Blame it on her disease!

March 12, 2016
Two weeks after moving to Interlochen

Monday morning the working class went off to work. The leisure class 
stayed behind. What was it to do? It could start supper preparations 
for one thing. Mrs. Huddleson’s Pork and Sauerkraut from “The Thick 
Thigh Cookbook” was on the menu. It lends itself to partial preparation 
early in the day. The computer always provides diversion. Perhaps a 
nap. Oh, yes! Monday is change the sheets day. There was plenty for 
the leisure class to do!


